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We present results of ab-initio scattering calculations for electron collisions with pyrazine using the R-matrix method, carried out at various levels of approximation. We confirm the existing experimental and theoretical understanding of the three well-known \( \pi^* \) shape resonances. In addition, we find numerous core-excited resonances (above 4.8 eV) and identify their most likely parent states. We also present differential cross sections, showing high sensitivity to the scattering model chosen at low energies. We make recommendations regarding the selection of models for scattering calculations with this type of targets.


I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of low-energy electron collisions with biomolecules are motivated by their importance in the understanding of radiation damage, particularly to DNA.1 Additionally, high-level theoretical studies of inelastic electron collisions with large molecules are still scarce, and therefore interesting in their own right.

It is well known that the electron resonances present in DNA bases provide a doorway for low-energy electron induced damage to DNA and RNA.2–4 Three \( \pi^* \) electron resonances have been found experimentally in the four DNA bases and in uracil.5,6 It has been proposed6–11 on the basis of experimental evidence, that the lowest-energy features (below 3 eV) in the dissociative electron attachment (DEA) spectra of the bases do not correspond directly to any of these \( \pi^* \) resonances but are rather caused by the formation of vibrational Feshbach resonances11,12 and by an interaction, mediated by nuclear motion, between the \( \pi^* \) resonances and a possible \( \sigma^* \) resonance occurring in this energy region.

Apart from the well-studied lower energy region, the total DEA cross section for the pyrimidinic DNA bases also shows a significant enhancement in the higher-energy range (from 5 eV to 9 eV),13–15 comparable in magnitude to the one observed at the lower energies, which is thought to be caused in this case by core-excited resonances.15,16 Recent measurements17 of the electronic excitation cross sections of cytosine by low energy electrons have also provided evidence for the presence of higher-lying core-excited resonances in this system.

Uracil is the base molecule with the smallest number of electrons, and therefore the most studied target in scattering calculations from pyrimidinic DNA bases. Theoretical calculations of electron collisions with uracil by Gianturco et al.18,19 and Winstead and McKoy20 suggest the presence of at least one higher-lying broad \( \sigma^* \) shape resonance located at energies above 8 eV, much higher-than the \( \pi^* \) resonance postulated by others.11 Consequently it has been proposed19 that the observed products13 of the electron-uracil collision can also be explained by an interaction between the higher-lying (above 8 eV) dissociative \( \sigma^* \) resonance and the lower-lying \( \pi^* \) resonances.

To the best of our knowledge the only inelastic and fully ab initio calculations of electron collisions with pyrimidine-like molecules are those of Winstead and McKoy20 using the Schwinger multichannel method (SMC) and Dora et al.21 using the R-matrix method, on electron collisions with uracil. The calculations of Winstead and McKoy found evidence for Feshbach resonances in the electron-uracil system, but did not characterize them, while the subsequent study of Dora et al. found three Feshbach resonances at energies 6.17 eV, 7.62 eV, and 8.12 eV.

In addition to the poor characterization of the possible higher-lying resonances in pyrimidine DNA bases, previous studies18–20,22–25 have struggled to produce parameters of, especially, the third (highest-lying) \( \pi^* \) resonance in satisfactory agreement with experimental values. For this reason, Winstead and McKoy investigated elastic electron collisions with a model molecule, pyrazine.26,27 Pyrazine (C\(_4\)H\(_4\)N\(_2\)), an isomer of pyrimidine, is a good model for the pyrimidinic nucleobases and is particularly useful for theoretical calculations because of its high symmetry, \( D_{2h} \), which has the further advantage of making the molecule non-polar.

Electron collisions with pyrazine were studied experimentally by Nenner and Schlcz28 in 1975. They identified three low-lying \( \pi^* \) shape resonances below 5 eV in this system. The two lowest-lying resonances (at 0.065 and 0.87 eV) were suggested to have a pure shape character while the third one, found at about 4.10 eV, was suggested to have a mixed shape and core-excited character arising from mixing of the resonance with the lowest-lying triplet excited electronic states of pyrazine. The calculations of electron collisions with pyrazine by Winstead and McKoy26,27 have indeed provided strong evidence for the mixed shape and core-excited character of this resonance.

Our theoretical work uses the R-matrix method for the study of elastic and inelastic collisions of electrons with pyrazine. We investigate the whole energy region below the ionization threshold of the molecule, with particular care...
devoted to the higher energy range, in order to look for the presence of core-excited shape or Feshbach resonances not reported for this molecule before. As a starting point for the construction of our scattering models, we choose those devised by Dora et al. in their study\(^\text{21}\) of electron collisions with uracil.

The electronic excited states of pyrazine, important for the inelastic part of our calculations, have been studied extensively by experimental\(^\text{32–36}\) and theoretical quantum chemistry methods.\(^\text{37–39}\) The latter provide a basis for the description of the electronic excited states in our scattering calculations. These studies have reported that most of these states are valence in character with the exception of perhaps just four higher-lying (found in calculations above 7 eV) Rydberg singlet states\(^\text{32}\) and a diffuse \(^3B_{2u}\) (Ref. 34) state with an experimentally determined vertical excitation energy of about 4.50 eV.\(^\text{29}\) It is worth mentioning that pyrazine is a molecule with positive electron affinity, i.e., it supports a bound state of the singly charged negative ion of \(^2\text{P}^+\).

In the R-matrix method, the configuration space of the electron-molecule collision problem is divided into two parts, the inner region and the outer region. The solution of the scattering problem proceeds by solving first the more complex inner region problem. This is done by diagonalizing the full Hamiltonian of the scattering-electromolecule system inside a sphere with a radius \(r = a\) large enough to enclose the whole charge density of the \(N\) electrons in the target states of interest (and the \(L^2\) functions).

The Hamiltonian is diagonalized in the basis of \((N + 1)\) electron configurations \(\Phi_i = \frac{|u_i(r)|}{r}\) and \(\chi_i\). The eigenvectors are written in the close-coupling (CC) form as follows:

\[
\Psi_{N+1}^\Gamma(X_N; \Gamma; f_{N+1}; \sigma_{N+1}) = A \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \Phi_i(X_N; f_{N+1}; \sigma_{N+1}) \times \frac{u_{ij}(r_{N+1})}{r_{N+1}} - a_{ijk} + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \chi_i(X_{N+1})b_{ik},
\]

where each of the functions \(\Phi_i(X_N; f_{N+1}; \sigma_{N+1})\) is built from the wavefunctions \(\Phi_i(X_N)\) of one of the \(n\) target states included in the calculation multiplied by the angular (spherical harmonics \(Y_{ilm}\)) and spin functions, \(\sigma_{N+1}\), of the scattering electron in such a way as to satisfy the spin-space symmetry \(\Gamma\) of \(\Psi_{N+1}^\Gamma\). The \(u_{ij}(r_{N+1})\) are linear combinations of Gaussian functions, which describe the radial behaviour of the scattering electron. Finally the \(L^2\)-integrable functions \(\chi_i(X_{N+1})\), crucial for representation of resonances, introduce the correlation between the scattering electron and those in the molecule. The operator \(A\) guarantees the correct antisymmetrization of the whole wavefunction.

The coefficients \(a_{ijk}\) and \(b_{ik}\) are then determined from the requirement

\[
\langle \Psi_{k}^\Gamma | H_{N+1} + L | \Psi_{k}^\Gamma \rangle = E_k \delta_{kk},
\]

where \(L\) is the Bloch operator, whose precise form is given, e.g., in Tennyson (2010),\(^\text{39}\) \(H_{N+1}\) is the fixed-nuclei Hamiltonian of the electron-molecule system and the eigenvalues \(E_k\) are called the R-matrix poles.

In the outer region \(r \geq a\), exchange between the scattering electron and electrons of the target is neglected and a single centre expansion of the electron-molecule interaction is used. The R-matrix is constructed and propagated to a radius large enough so that an asymptotic expansion for the radial wavefunctions of the scattering electron in each channel can be used.

The simplest scattering model we employ is the static exchange (SE) model in which only one target wavefunction (for the ground state of the molecule), represented at the Hartree-Fock level, is included in expansion (1). The \(L^2\) functions \(\chi_i(X_{N+1})\) also take a simple form, which reflects the nature of the SE approximation that the target molecule is not allowed to relax (polarize) in the presence of the incoming electron. We can write these configurations in the following way:

\[
\chi_i^{SE} : (\text{ground state})^N(\text{virtual})^1,
\]

which represent the \(N\) electrons of the target molecule occupying the ground state (HF) configuration, while the scattering electron enters one of a selected number of virtual orbitals. The SE approximation is capable of describing only shape electron resonances, but these appear too high in energy due to an incomplete modeling of the correlation between the target and the scattering electron.

At the level of the static exchange plus polarization (SEP) approximation, we still include only the ground state wavefunction in expansion (1), but the molecule is now allowed to be polarized by the incoming electron, which is reflected in the choice of the \(L^2\) configurations. In addition to those described by (3), we include configurations of the type,

\[
\chi_i^{SEP} : (\text{core})^N(\text{valence})^{N-N-1}(\text{virtual})^{N+1},
\]

where the core orbitals of the molecule are always doubly occupied by \(N\) electrons and the molecule is allowed to polarize by promoting one electron from the valence space to the selected number of virtual orbitals, which are also available for the scattering electron. The SEP approximation as described can also reveal core-excited resonances associated with single excitations of the target molecule.

The most sophisticated model we use is the close-coupling approximation in which the eigenfunctions \(\Psi_{N+1}^\Gamma\) have the full form (1) with a number of target electronic excited states included. One of the most important aspects of scattering calculations based on the CC expansion is that of balance. This means that the description of the \(N\) electron target electronic states \(\Phi_i(X_N)\) should be of the same quality as description of the \(N + 1\) electron basis functions \(\Psi_{N+1}^\Gamma\) of the electron-molecule collision problem. This requirement is reflected in a particular choice of the target configuration interaction (CI) model and the \(L^2\) functions to be included in (1). In our calculations, we choose to base
our target models around the complete active space (CAS) CI representation of the target wavefunction. This model has been found to produce a satisfactorily balanced results for small targets\(^ \text{41} \) when a simple set of \( L^2 \) functions suffices. Here, we need to expand this model in order to achieve a good description of the resonances and balance is therefore harder to achieve. The precise choice of the number and type of the orbitals as well as a detailed description of the configurations chosen for the three scattering models just introduced will be expounded on later.

III. TARGET MODELS

We used the geometry of pyrazine as determined from experiment\(^ \text{30} \) and chose to lie the molecule in the \( xy \) plane, with the nitrogen atoms located along the \( z \) axis. Pyrazine has 42 electrons and the ground state configuration (for simplicity, the orbitals are not listed in energy order) 

\[ \text{Ag}_1 B_{2u}^{2b} B_{1u}^{2b} B_{1u}^{1g} 3e_1 3g_1. \]

In order to obtain optimal target orbitals for the description of the scattering process, several basis sets were tested. We have found our scattering results particularly sensitive to the quality of the target orbital description, and we therefore extended the analysis of basis set choice carried out by Dora\( et\)al.\(^ \text{21} \) Specifically Dora\( et\)al. used the basis set \( cc-pVDZ \) for their calculations on uracil, while for their calculations on pyrazine Winstead and McKoy\(^ \text{26} \) used a larger \( 6-311++G^{**} \) basis set, containing diffuse functions on all atoms; we tested these and another three similar basis sets. We used the Hartree-Fock SCF and the state-averaged CASSCF (SA-CASSCF) methods to generate the target orbitals; the calculations were performed using MOLPRO 2009.1.\(^ \text{43} \) The use of the modified virtual orbitals (MVO) (Ref.\(^ \text{42} \)) in SE scattering models of our type had already been tested\(^ \text{21} \) and no significant differences found in the scattering results when compared with calculations using the HF orbitals.

Since the number of configurations included in our scattering calculations based around the CAS model scales rapidly with the size of the active space, we chose to use the smallest realistic active space (10, 8) (Ref.\(^ \text{34} \)) for our SA-CASSCF calculations. This active space comprises 10 electrons distributed among the 6 valence \( \pi \) orbitals and the two lone-pair \( \sigma \) orbitals located on the two nitrogen atoms. Consequently the frozen core in pyrazine comprises the orbitals: 1-5\( \sigma_g \), 1-4\( \sigma_u \), 1-4\( \sigma_u \), and 1-3\( \sigma_g \). In the case of uracil, Dora\( et\)al. used the full \( \pi \) valence space augmented only by the lone-pair orbitals located on the two oxygen atoms.

We tested several averaging schemes in the SA-CASSCF calculations, but found only small differences between the calculated vertical excitation energies of the electronic states. Our preferred scheme includes the two lowest-lying excited states of each spatial and spin symmetry (singlet and triplet) and the ground state, i.e., 32 + 1 states. Table I demonstrates clearly the insensitivity of the calculated excitation energies to the averaging scheme chosen: comparison with the results of Weber and Reimers,\(^ \text{34} \) who used the same active space and the “state-specific” mode of the CASSCF calculations, in which each of the calculated excited states (and their target orbitals) were optimized individually shows small differences. In our CC scattering calculations, we used the orbitals obtained with the SA-CASSCF method to generate all electronic excited states with excitation energies lying below \( \approx 10 \text{ eV} \). The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excited state</th>
<th>(^1\text{A}_g)</th>
<th>(^1\text{B}_{1u})</th>
<th>(^1\text{B}_{2u})</th>
<th>(^1\text{B}_{1g})</th>
<th>(^1\text{B}_{1u})</th>
<th>(^1\text{B}_{2g})</th>
<th>(^1\text{B}_{3g})</th>
<th>(^1\text{A}_u)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cc-pVDZ</td>
<td>8.34 8.46</td>
<td>4.84 10.04</td>
<td>4.95 10.03</td>
<td>7.27 10.55</td>
<td>8.67 10.60</td>
<td>5.91 9.03</td>
<td>8.35 11.70</td>
<td>5.98 11.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed(^b)</td>
<td>... 3.97</td>
<td>... 7.67</td>
<td>... 10.42</td>
<td>... 10.46</td>
<td>... 10.46</td>
<td>... 10.46</td>
<td>... 10.46</td>
<td>... 10.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber and Reimers</td>
<td>... 5.05 10.03</td>
<td>... 7.20</td>
<td>... 8.56</td>
<td>... 10.53</td>
<td>... 5.91</td>
<td>... ...</td>
<td>... 5.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woywood ( et)al.</td>
<td>8.39 11.66</td>
<td>4.87 7.28</td>
<td>4.96 9.83</td>
<td>7.23 7.37</td>
<td>8.35 10.21</td>
<td>5.87 9.12</td>
<td>8.30 11.19</td>
<td>6.01 7.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excited state</th>
<th>(^3\text{A}_g)</th>
<th>(^3\text{B}_{1u})</th>
<th>(^3\text{B}_{2u})</th>
<th>(^3\text{B}_{1g})</th>
<th>(^3\text{B}_{1u})</th>
<th>(^3\text{B}_{2g})</th>
<th>(^3\text{B}_{3g})</th>
<th>(^3\text{A}_u)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cc-pVDZ</td>
<td>7.34 12.51</td>
<td>4.18 9.84</td>
<td>4.89 8.20</td>
<td>7.13 10.41</td>
<td>3.90 5.15</td>
<td>5.34 8.82</td>
<td>7.46 10.10</td>
<td>5.93 11.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-311+G**</td>
<td>7.27 12.38</td>
<td>4.16 9.77</td>
<td>4.81 8.15</td>
<td>7.09 10.29</td>
<td>3.86 5.10</td>
<td>5.28 8.77</td>
<td>7.40 10.08</td>
<td>5.95 10.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed(^b)</td>
<td>... 3.42</td>
<td>... 4.5</td>
<td>... ...</td>
<td>... 4.0 5.7</td>
<td>... 4.59</td>
<td>... ...</td>
<td>... 4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber and Reimers</td>
<td>... 4.23</td>
<td>... 4.81</td>
<td>... ...</td>
<td>... 4.0 5.32</td>
<td>... 5.33</td>
<td>... ...</td>
<td>... 5.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excited state</th>
<th>(^3\text{B}_{3u})</th>
<th>(^3\text{B}_{2g})</th>
<th>(^3\text{B}_{3a})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cc-pVDZ</td>
<td>10.01 9.05</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-311+G**</td>
<td>9.92 9.00</td>
<td>8.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Weber and Reimers (Ref.\(^ \text{34} \)) if a different reference is not given.

\(^b\)Oku \( et\)al. (Ref.\(^ \text{31} \)).

\(^c\)Li \( et\)al. (Ref.\(^ \text{33} \)).
excitation thresholds for the additional states (those not included in the averaging procedure) are shown at the bottom of Table I. Our calculated values for the vertical excitation energies differ only marginally (±0.16 eV) between the basis sets cc-pVDZ and 6-311+G**.

Table II summarizes the results for the SA-CASSCF pyrazine orbitals and all tested basis sets. We can see that although the energy of the orbitals in the active space does not differ significantly, that of the virtual orbitals, i.e., the orbitals not included in the frozen core or in the active space, differs very much when calculated using compact basis sets, i.e., those not containing diffuse functions. Figure 1 shows the radial charge densities of orbitals 4b3g and 3b2g, and illustrates the significant differences in the shape of the virtual orbitals when calculated in the basis sets cc-pVDZ and 6-311+G**. Similar differences are observed for all the other virtual orbitals calculated in these two basis sets. Conversely the orbitals of the active space do not differ much as is exemplified by the radial charge density of the orbital 5b1u. As we will see from the results of our scattering calculations, the virtual orbitals play a key role in modeling correlation between the molecular and the scattering electrons: cross sections, especially at lower energies, are significantly different depending on whether compact or diffuse basis sets are used.

On this basis, we suggest that the selection of an optimal basis set for scattering calculations on large molecules, when using the models presented below, should not be based solely on the comparison of “integral” values (e.g., the ground state energies and dipole moment if the molecule possesses one) but also on an assessment of the quality of the virtual orbitals. The basis sets for scattering calculations should describe the occupied and virtual orbitals to a similar level of quality.

Taking these considerations into account we should choose (when using SA-CASSCF orbitals) as the optimal basis set one of the diffuse ones (aug cc-pVDZ, 6-311+G** or 6-311++G**), which give significantly lower energies for the virtual orbitals. The last two not correlation-consistent diffuse

---

**TABLE II.** Ground state energies of pyrazine (in hartree) calculated using the Hartree-Fock and SA-CASSCF methods and energies (in eV) of the orbitals used in the active space together with the first SA-CASSCF virtual orbitals of each irreducible representation. The virtual orbitals are ordered according to their energies as calculated using the 6-311+G** basis set. Details of the SA-CASSCF calculations are given in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basis set</th>
<th>cc-pVDZ</th>
<th>aug cc-pVDZ</th>
<th>cc-pVTZ</th>
<th>6-311+G**</th>
<th>6-311++G**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hartree-Fock energy</td>
<td>−262.69726</td>
<td>−262.70930</td>
<td>−262.76069</td>
<td>−262.73551</td>
<td>−262.73558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-CASSCF(10,8) energy</td>
<td>−262.77481</td>
<td>−262.78472</td>
<td>−262.83669</td>
<td>−262.81221</td>
<td>−262.81227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of GTOs</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active space orbs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b1g (σ)</td>
<td>−14.814</td>
<td>−14.950</td>
<td>−14.895</td>
<td>−14.970</td>
<td>−14.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b1u (σ)</td>
<td>−11.897</td>
<td>−12.033</td>
<td>−11.952</td>
<td>−12.058</td>
<td>−12.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b2g (σ)</td>
<td>−11.347</td>
<td>−11.506</td>
<td>−11.446</td>
<td>−11.540</td>
<td>−11.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b1g (π)</td>
<td>−8.406</td>
<td>−8.484</td>
<td>−8.438</td>
<td>−8.538</td>
<td>−8.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b1u (π)</td>
<td>−0.542</td>
<td>−0.794</td>
<td>−0.700</td>
<td>−0.848</td>
<td>−0.847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a1 (π)</td>
<td>1.955</td>
<td>1.770</td>
<td>1.860</td>
<td>1.734</td>
<td>1.735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b2g (π)</td>
<td>8.260</td>
<td>8.123</td>
<td>8.191</td>
<td>8.046</td>
<td>8.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual orbs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7a1 (σ)</td>
<td>5.580</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>4.256</td>
<td>1.770</td>
<td>1.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b2u (σ)</td>
<td>5.804</td>
<td>1.145</td>
<td>4.547</td>
<td>2.101</td>
<td>1.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b1u (σ)</td>
<td>6.469</td>
<td>1.290</td>
<td>5.204</td>
<td>2.210</td>
<td>1.596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b3g (σ)</td>
<td>6.640</td>
<td>1.573</td>
<td>5.295</td>
<td>2.686</td>
<td>1.798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b1u (σ)</td>
<td>17.943</td>
<td>2.843</td>
<td>11.414</td>
<td>3.075</td>
<td>3.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b2g (σ)</td>
<td>20.023</td>
<td>3.283</td>
<td>13.142</td>
<td>3.680</td>
<td>3.681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b1u (π)</td>
<td>19.337</td>
<td>3.706</td>
<td>12.580</td>
<td>3.956</td>
<td>3.956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a1 (π)</td>
<td>21.605</td>
<td>4.701</td>
<td>14.898</td>
<td>5.190</td>
<td>5.190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FIG. 1.** Radial charge densities of SA-CASSCF orbitals 4b3g, 3b2g, and 5b1u as calculated in the basis sets cc-pVDZ (dashed blue) and 6-311+G** (solid red). The densities were calculated using a new module, which is scheduled to be incorporated in the forthcoming release of the UK R-matrix codes (Ref. 38).
basis sets give lower values of the ground state energies compared with the aug cc-pVDZ. Use of the 6-311++G** basis set would require larger R-matrix radii than is currently possible (see later). Therefore, we choose as optimal the 6-311+G** basis set, which presents an excellent compromise between size, diffuseness and the quality of the target description.

Nonetheless, we have also used the cc-pVDZ basis set in our scattering calculations in order to ascertain the effect on the collisional data of using a compact basis set and for a qualitative comparison with the results obtained by Dora et al. for uracil.

IV. SCATTERING CALCULATIONS

In the scattering calculations, we used both the Hartree-Fock and the CASSCF orbitals obtained by the averaging procedure described above. The continuum Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs) centred on the centre of mass of the molecule are Schmidt orthogonalized to these (orthogonal) orbitals. The retained continuum orbitals are then symmetric-orthogonalized among themselves. In order to avoid linear dependence problems, only those continuum orbitals of each symmetry, whose eigenvalue is higher than some specified threshold, are retained in the calculation. (The precise selection of those deletion thresholds is described later.)

The main parameters that affect the scattering part of our calculations are the R-matrix radius \( a \) and the choice of the continuum GTOs. The latter have to be optimized for each specific radius. The GTOs we used contained functions up to g-wave \( (l \leq 4) \). In order to check that the assumption of zero amplitude of target electrons density on the R-matrix sphere is satisfied, we performed tests with R-matrix radii (and the corresponding basis sets) of 13\( a_0 \), 15\( a_0 \) and 18\( a_0 \). (The basis set for radius \( a = 13a_0 \) was optimized by Faure et al., the one for \( a = 15a_0 \) was optimized by Bouchiha et al., and the basis set for radius \( a = 18a_0 \) is due to Tarana.)

We can now turn to the description of our scattering models and results. From now on we will refer to the basis set 6-311+G** as “diffuse” and the cc-pVDZ basis set as “compact.” Our scattering calculations do not exhibit convergence of the positions of resonant structures with respect to the number of virtual orbitals included; we observe a behaviour for the positions of the three \( 2\bar{A}_u, 2\bar{B}_2g \) and \( 2\bar{B}_{1u} \) \( \pi^* \) resonances quantitatively very similar to the one observed by Dora on uracil. Therefore, the optimal number of virtual orbitals used was chosen to give, within a specific model (SEP or closure-coupling), positions of the three \( \pi^* \) resonances as close to the experimental ones as possible without overcorrelating any of them. Consequently a scattering calculation will be called overcorrelated if one of these resonances appears in our calculations at lower energy than its experimentally determined position.

A. SE and SEP calculations

On these levels of approximation only the elastic channel is open; the response of the target to the incoming electron is taken into account only in the SEP approximation as described in Sec. II. For both types of calculations, the SA-CASSCF orbitals performed marginally worse than the HF orbitals, and therefore for the SE and SEP calculations, we present results for the HF orbitals only.

The quality of description of the radial wavefunction of the scattering electron in the inner region is strongly related to the deletion thresholds used in the orthogonalization step for the continuum orbitals. For the calculations using R-matrix radii up to \( a = 15a_0 \), the deletion thresholds were for all symmetries set to the value \( 1 \times 10^{-7} \).

For the calculations using the diffuse basis set and the largest R-matrix radius \( a = 18a_0 \), the deletion thresholds had to be decreased, as expected, in some symmetries to prevent removing too many continuum functions and give a satisfactory description of the continuum. The optimization of the deletion thresholds was done at the level of the SEP calculations, which will be described below. The deletion thresholds so obtained are listed in Table III.

We included the 25 lowest-lying virtual orbitals in the calculations using both target basis sets. Figure 2 shows the resulting eigenphase sums for all symmetries. For the compact basis set, the results show clearly the presence of the three \( \pi^* \) resonances and some structure in the eigenphase sums above 10 eV. An R-matrix radius as small as \( a = 13a_0 \) gives SE results nearly identical to the ones obtained using radius \( a = 15a_0 \) (not shown). Also, no linear dependence problems were observed in any of the calculations using this basis set.

The eigenphase sums have more structure in the case of the calculations using the diffuse basis set. Calculations were initially performed with \( a = 15a_0 \), but this proved to be too small to contain all the target orbitals’ density. In particular, the structure around 3 eV in the \( B_{3g} \) symmetry is unphysical, because it disappears completely when \( a = 18a_0 \) is used. The unphysical origin of this “step” was also confirmed by our calculations of the radial charge densities of the target orbitals, which indeed showed that the \( B_{3g} \) symmetry contains the most diffuse orbitals with some of these having an amplitude \( \approx 10^{-3} \) for \( r = 15a_0 \). For this reason \( a = 18a_0 \), a value for which the amplitudes of all molecular orbitals is \( \ll 10^{-3} \), was used in all later calculations with the diffuse basis set.

In order to further assess the stability of the eigenphase sums calculated using the diffuse basis set and \( a = 18a_0 \), we performed SE calculations using a different continuum basis set, obtained by rescaling the original one by multiplying all the exponents by the factor \( \left( \frac{18}{15} \right)^{2/3} \); this allowed us to use a slightly higher number of continuum functions in some symmetries, while keeping the deletion thresholds the same as shown in Table III. Any residual linear dependence present in our calculations will lead to the appearance of non-physical R-matrix poles, which in turn may lead to spurious structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( A_u )</th>
<th>( B_{3a} )</th>
<th>( B_{2u} )</th>
<th>( B_{1g} )</th>
<th>( B_{1u} )</th>
<th>( B_{2g} )</th>
<th>( B_{3g} )</th>
<th>( A_u )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( 10^{-9} )</td>
<td>( 10^{-7} )</td>
<td>( 10^{-7} )</td>
<td>( 10^{-9} )</td>
<td>( 10^{-7} )</td>
<td>( 10^{-7} )</td>
<td>( 6.10^{-7} )</td>
<td>( 10^{-10} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in eigenphase sums and cross sections. Changes in the continuum description are reflected in a change of the values of the R-matrix poles. We then expect any unphysical structures to change their position or appearance significantly, while physical structures should remain the same provided that the quality of the description of the continuum is sufficient. We can see in Figure 2 that the second “step” in the $A_u$ symmetry changes its position considerably when the R-matrix radius (and the continuum basis set) are changed from $a = 18a_0$ to $a = 15a_0$, suggesting that this feature might be unphysical. In the SE calculations using the rescaled continuum basis set and the radius $a = 18a_0$, this structure moves to very high energies (around 17 eV) proving again its instability: hence we regard it as unphysical. All other structures remain virtually unchanged.

We will make assignments of the structures present in Figure 2 in terms of resonances later. Here we just note that use of the diffuse basis set, which gives target orbitals of a better quality, results in the shift of some of the structures in the eigenphase sums, e.g., in the $B_{1u}$ symmetry, to considerably lower energies when compared with the calculations using the compact basis set, stressing the importance of choosing a basis set that represents the virtual orbitals sufficiently well. We also note that some of the apparent structure in the higher energy range for the calculation with $a = 18a_0$ are likely to be due to a poor representation of the continuum.

1. SEP calculations

For the SEP calculations, we used the $L^2$ functions (3) and (4) with the number of virtual orbitals included dependent on the basis set employed. We always include all singlet and triplet-coupled single excitations from the valence space of 15 orbitals of pyrazine to the selected space of the virtual orbitals. For the compact basis set, use of the 25 lowest-lying virtual orbitals was found to give the best results, while for the diffuse basis set using 40 lowest-lying virtual orbitals were found to be optimal. Cross sections for SEP calculations are shown in Figure 3: the rich structure visible in the energy range above 5 eV is inherent to the approximation of this type and corresponds to (non-physical) pseudo-resonances. Table IV presents our calculated positions and widths for the three $\pi^*$ resonances together with the results of the SEP calculations of Winstead and McKoy, who however do not determine the widths of any of these resonances.

We can see from the Table IV that the calculation using the diffuse basis set gives results in better agreement with experiment. This calculation also reveals the Ramsauer-Townsend minimum in the $A_g$ symmetry lying below 0.5 eV as reported earlier by Winstead and McKoy. The largest discrepancy with experimental results occurs for the core-excited shape resonance in $B_{2g}$ symmetry. This discrepancy is not caused by the lack of $L^2$ functions built on the triplet excited configurations, which Winstead and McKoy found essential for obtaining a good position of this resonance, but we ascribe it to the treatment of polarization in our calculations. Increasing the number of virtual orbitals used in the scattering calculations lowers the positions of all resonances. If we increase the number of virtual orbitals to 35 in the calculation using the compact basis set, the $^2B_{3u}$ resonance becomes bound, while the $^2A_u$ and $^2B_{2g}$ resonances drop by about 0.25 and 0.5 eV in energy respectively. A similar effect is noticed when the number of virtual orbitals is increased in the calculations with the diffuse basis set (see Table IV). However, the Ramsauer-Townsend minimum remains absent from the calculation with the compact basis set and the $^2A_u$ resonance drops below the
range indicated by Nenner and Schulz. The calculation using the diffuse basis set continues to provide better agreement with experiment.

The reason for the need to include a higher number of virtual orbitals in the SEP calculation using the 6-311+G\*\* basis set lies in their diffuse character; it would seem that the lower HF virtual orbitals do not describe as much correlation as the ones calculated in the compact basis set. As the energy of the scattering electron increases, modeling of the correlation between it and the molecule becomes more difficult. We can also see from our calculations of the vertical excitation energies of the electronic excited states of pyrazine (see Table I), that the discrepancy between the measured and calculated values generally increases as the states become more excited. Achieving a good description of the higher-lying resonances in pyrazine (or in other many electron systems) seems to require the inclusion of higher-lying virtual orbitals as these are needed to sufficiently describe correlation.

A test of convergence of the partial waves expansion was performed by including continuum basis functions with \( l = 5 \) in the calculation using the cc-pVDZ basis set. We noticed only minor differences in the symmetries \( \text{B}_2\text{g}, \text{B}_2\text{u}, \text{B}_1\text{u} \) and \( \text{A}_u \) with negligible effects on the resonant structures; the effects on the other symmetries (including \( \text{B}_2\text{e} \)) could not be tested, because the \( l = 5 \) continuum functions do not contribute to scattering in these symmetries.

### B. Close-coupling calculations

The scattering models for our close-coupling calculations were based on the model B in the work of Dora et al.\(^{21}\) Namely, the \( L^2 \) configurations we used take the form:

\[
\chi_{CC}^{l} = \{(core)^{N_{d}/2} (CAS)^{N_{d}-N_{v}-1} (virtual)^{1}, \ (core)^{N_{d}/2} (CAS)^{N_{d}-N_{v}+1}\}
\]

where \( N_d = 32 \) are electrons frozen in doubly occupied target orbitals and \( \text{CAS} \) represents the eight orbitals of the active space.

From the excited states listed in the Table I we included in our calculations only those with vertical excitation energies up to 10.03 eV (10.08 eV) for the calculations using the compact (diffuse) basis set and also the \( 2^1\text{B}_1\text{u} \) state, which has been experimentally observed to lie below the 10 eV threshold. For the compact, cc-pVDZ, basis set a total of 27 electronic excited states were included in the close-coupling calculations. In the case of the diffuse basis set, 6-311+G\*\*, a total of 29 electronic excited states were included. Calculations using the compact basis set employed 40 virtual orbitals, while the ones using the diffuse basis set used 70.

### TABLE IV. Positions and widths (in eV) of the \( \pi^* \) resonances in pyrazine calculated in this work at the SEP level and determined by RESON (Ref. 48), a Breit-Wigner profile fitting program. Also listed are the positions of the resonances calculated by Winstead and McKoy (estimated by us from their graphs) and the experimental results of Nenner and Schulz, quoted by listing the centre of the resonance and the range of its vibrational broadening. The range of the \( ^2\text{B}_{2g} \) resonance was estimated by us from the graph of the measured Derivative of the transmitted current.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( ^2\text{B}_{2u} )</th>
<th>( ^2\text{A}_u )</th>
<th>( ^2\text{B}_{2g} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cc-pVDZ (25 virt.)</td>
<td>0.44 0.032 1.05 0.018 5.38 0.451</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cc-pVDZ (35 virt.)</td>
<td>(&lt;0 ) 0.79 0.007 4.93 0.453</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-311+G** (40 virt.)</td>
<td>0.14 0.015 1.12 0.030 5.19 0.527</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-311+G** (50 virt.)</td>
<td>(&lt;0 ) 0.70 0.006 4.87 0.389</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winstead and McKoy(^{26})</td>
<td>0.2 1.3 4.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nenner and Schulz(^{28})</td>
<td>0.065 0.87</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.065–0.8</td>
<td>0.87–1.2</td>
<td>3.8–4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 3. Contributions to the cross section from all scattering symmetries at the static exchange plus polarization level. Solid red: calculations performed using the basis set 6-311+G\*\* and R-matrix radius \( a = 18a_0 \). Short dashed blue: basis set cc-pVDZ and \( a = 13a_0 \).
In order to achieve a good description of the continuum when the diffuse basis set is used (and \( a = 18\alpha_0 \) is needed), we are forced to work at the limit of linear dependence. To ascertain whether unphysical R-matrix poles caused by any residual linear dependence between the continuum and the target orbitals are present, we increased the deletion thresholds for the orthogonalization of the continuum functions (up to 4 orders of magnitude for some symmetries). This increase leads to a decrease in the quality of the representation of the continuum that can be observed in the eigenphase sums, but should cause non-physical features due to linear dependence to disappear or at the very least move significantly. The only unstable structure found was the second step in the \( ^2A_g \) symmetry, which has been already identified as unphysical in the SE calculations described above.

Figure 4 shows eigenphase sums for our best (with respect to the positions of the three \( \pi^* \) resonances) close-coupling calculations using the compact and the diffuse basis sets. We can see that the eigenphase sums are very structured with many of the features present in the calculations using both basis sets. It is apparent from Figure 4 that use of the diffuse basis set leads to better defined structures in the eigenphase sums and in some symmetries (\( ^2B_{1u} \) and \( ^2B_{2u} \) to appearance of additional structures.

The corresponding total cross sections are shown in Figure 5. Summed total integral cross section and inelastic cross sections for scattering into the two lowest-lying electronic excited states are shown in Figure 6 for the diffuse basis set. Elastic differential cross sections for selected energies are shown in Figure 7 for both the SEP and CC models, again using the diffuse basis set. We also tested the use of the scaled continuum basis set as described in Sec. IV A, while retaining the values of the deletion thresholds. The stability of the eigenphase sums was observed again. The results of our close-coupling calculations for symmetries \( ^2B_{3g} \) and \( ^2B_{2u} \) shown in Figures 4 and 5 actually used the scaled continuum basis set. It is also worth mentioning that the structures seen in our eigenphase sums moved smoothly towards lower energies as the number of the virtual orbitals included was being increased up to 40 or 70 respectively.

Our scattering codes allow us to individually shift the energies of the target electronic states included in (1). We applied shifts to the vertical excitation energies of those states in Table I for which experimental values are available. We have not observed any significant changes in the positions of the resonant structures present in the calculations. Furthermore, analysis of the \( L^2 \) configurations from the results of the calculation using the Simplified model (see below for details) with shifted states gave the same assignment of the resonant structures, with the R-matrix poles describing the resonant structures hardly moving (at most \( \approx 0.19 \) eV).

1. Assignment of the resonant structures

The three \( \pi^* \) resonances of \( ^2A_g \), \( ^2B_{3g} \), and \( ^2B_{2u} \) symmetries are clearly visible in all our close-coupling results. The main aim of this section is to interpret the rest of the structures present in our close-coupling results. We can see from Figure 2 that the eigenphase sums for the SE calculations in symmetries \( ^2A_g \), \( ^2B_{1g} \), \( ^2B_{2u} \) and \( ^2B_{3g} \) are essentially flat in the region below 10 eV, while our close-coupling calculations show numerous resonant-like structures in these symmetries. Somewhat surprisingly these structures are not significantly visible in the corresponding cross sections shown in Figure 5 (with exception of the peaks in \( ^2B_{1g} \) symmetry). However, most
FIG. 5. Contributions to the total cross section from all scattering symmetries at the close-coupling level. Solid red: calculations performed using the basis set 6-311+G**, $\alpha = 18\alpha_0$ and 70 virtual orbitals. Dashed blue: basis set cc-pVDZ, $\alpha = 13\alpha_0$ and 40 virtual orbitals.

FIG. 6. Cross sections for electron collisions with pyrazine calculated at the close-coupling level using the basis set 6-311+G**, $\alpha = 18\alpha_0$ and 70 virtual orbitals. (a) Integral total (elastic plus inelastic) cross section. (b) Integral cross sections for scattering into the two lowest-lying electronic excited states: $^1B_{1u}$ and $^1B_{3u}$; the cross section for the latter has been multiplied by 3.

FIG. 7. Differential cross sections calculated using the final SEP (dashed black) and CC (solid red) models in the diffuse basis set for the energies indicated in the panels.
TABLE V. Positions and widths (in eV), along with the main configurations and proposed parent states of the electron resonances in pyrazine from the results of our close-coupling calculations using the 6-311+G** basis set, α = 18δ0 and 70 virtual orbitals. If the width of the resonance is given, this and its position were determined using RESON. Otherwise the position was estimated from Figures 4 and 5. Configurations are given in terms of direct products of singly occupied orbitals of the reference HF ground state configuration (1 − 6a1) 21b1g (1 − 4b2u) 3h2u (1 − 5b1u) 10b2g 2h1u and singly or doubly occupied orbitals of the active space. Orbitals in each direct product are grouped from left to right according to their increasing SA-CASSCF energy. Electron spin (up or down) is denoted by α and β and has been replaced by the occupation number 1 in the configurations in which both the singlet and triplet spin symmetries contribute to the given spatial configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resonance</th>
<th>Eγ</th>
<th>Γγ</th>
<th>Main configuration(s)</th>
<th>Most likely parent state(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12Ag1</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>6a2u ⊗ 2b1g'</td>
<td>13B2g, 12Ag1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22Ag1</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>Not determined</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12B1u</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2b1g'</td>
<td>shape character only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12B2u</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>5b1u ⊗ 2b1g' ⊗ 1a1u</td>
<td>13B2g, 13B1g, 11B1g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22B2u</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>Not determined</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B2u</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Not determined</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12B1g</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1b1g' ⊗ 2b1g' ⊗ 1a1u</td>
<td>13B1u, 11B2u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1b1g' ⊗ 1a1u, 1b2g ⊗ 2b1g</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1b1g' ⊗ 1a1u, 2b1g ⊗ 1a1u</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22B1g</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>Not determined</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12B1u</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>5b1u ⊗ 2b1g'</td>
<td>13B2g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22B1u</td>
<td>7.61</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>Not determined</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12B2g</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2b1g'</td>
<td>13B1u, 11B2g, ground state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1b1g' ⊗ 2b1g' ⊗ 1a1u</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1b1g' ⊗ 1b2g ⊗ 2b1g ⊗ 1a1u</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1b1g' ⊗ 2b1g ⊗ 1b2g ⊗ 1a1u</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22B2g</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Not determined</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32B2g</td>
<td>6.97</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>Not determined</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12B3g</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>6a1u ⊗ 2b1g' ⊗ 1a1u</td>
<td>13Ag, 13B2u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5b1u ⊗ 1b1g' ⊗ 2b1g ⊗ 1a1</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22B3g</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>Not determined</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12Ag1</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1a1u</td>
<td>shape character only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

structures in the eigenphase sum have proven to be very stable, as detailed above. These stable resonances, that we take to be physical, are listed in Table V.

In order to further investigate the resonances and postulate their parent state(s), we performed close-coupling calculations with the first set of L2 configurations in (5) completely removed from our model, i.e., without the L2 configurations involving virtual orbitals. Depending on the symmetry the number of L2 functions generated in this reduced model ranged between 120 and 132 only. We analyzed the most important L2 configurations contributing to the R-matrix pole closest in energy to an observed resonant structure: we found that the CI coefficients for the main contributing L2 configurations describing the resonance differed slightly (±0.15) between the calculations using the diffuse and the compact basis sets, but their relative magnitude was similar, allowing us to classify consistently the configurations according to their importance. We first analyzed the three π* resonances, whose character is well established26,28 in order to confirm validity of this approach and then turn to the new structures appearing in our calculations. The assignment of the parent states was done on the basis of correlating the most important L2 configurations for each resonance with the main configurations responsible for the singlet and triplet excited states of the molecule as determined from the CI vectors for these states resulting from our SA-CASSCF calculations described above. An attempt to perform the same analysis for the full scattering models proved unfeasible, due to the large number of configurations in the CI expansion. A summary of the calculated resonance parameters, their main configurations and their proposed parent states is presented in Table V.

From all the structures observed in our standard calculations, only the first for each spatial symmetry were visible using the Simplified model. The exception is the 2B2g symmetry, where the second structure was visible as well. The first structure in 2B2g symmetry was only visible in the Simplified model calculations using the diffuse basis set. The magnitude of the “step” in the eigenphase sum associated with the observed structures was smaller in the Simplified model and the structures were shifted roughly by 1 eV towards higher energies.

We can now turn to a detailed analysis of the structures listed in Table V.
$1^2B_{3u}$ resonance. This $\pi^*$ resonance can be identified unambiguously as the scattering electron being trapped in the $2b_{1g}$ orbital without exciting the molecule from the ground state (g.s.) HF configuration, hence as a pure shape resonance. The CI coefficient for this configuration has a magnitude of $\approx 0.8$.

$1^2A_g$ resonance. In this resonance the electron is trapped in the $1a_u$ orbital, while leaving the molecule in its ground state. Therefore, this resonance is also purely shape as expected, without any other $L^2$ configurations significantly contributing. The CI coefficient for this configuration has the value $\approx 0.6$ with the rest of the $L^2$ configurations having negligible CI coefficients. (The second structure visible in the eigenphase sum is unphysical: it disappears when the deletion thresholds are increased).

$2^1B_{2g}$ resonances. We can fully confirm the partial core-excited character of the $1^2B_{2g}$ resonance as demonstrated previously by Winstead and McKoy. Unlike the previous two resonances the main, shape-like, configuration (HF g.s.) $2b_{1g}^{\pi} \otimes 2b_{1g}^{\pi}$ has now CI coefficient of only $\approx 0.4$ with the other configurations listed in the Table V having CI coefficients ranging from $\approx 0.3$ to $\approx 0.1$. Most of the doublet configurations shown can be thought of as built on the most important singlet and triplet excitations responsible for the $1^3B_{1u}$ and $1^3B_{2u}$ excited states of pyrazine. Our results do not allow us to assign unambiguously the triplet or singlet character of the possible parent states: in this case the evidence provided by Winstead and McKoy together with our results favours as the main parent state the $1^3B_{1u}$ excited state. This resonance is responsible for the shoulder seen in Figure 6(b) around 4.6 eV in the cross section for excitation of the molecule into the $1^3B_{1u}$ excited state. Interestingly, the peaks around 4.6 eV and 5.70 eV in the second inelastic cross section ($1^3A_g \rightarrow 1^3B_{3u}$) are also caused by significant contributions of this and the $2^1B_{2g}$ resonance, but we have not identified as important in the $1^1B_{2g}$ resonance the corresponding $L^2$ configuration built on the main excitation ($6a_g^{\pi} \otimes 2b_{2g}^{\pi}$) responsible for the $1^3B_{3u}$ state. The second $2^1B_{2g}$ resonance is barely visible in the Simplified model and we have not attempted to interpret this resonance in terms of configurations. We would like to point out that the third $L^2$ configuration contributing to the description of the $1^2B_{2g}$ resonance as identified by us is based on double excitation of the target molecule, which is a configuration not present in the calculations of Winstead and McKoy. Accounting for this type of configuration in their models could perhaps shift the resonance even closer towards its experimental position.

$2^1A_y$ resonances. Figure 4 shows the presence of two structures in this symmetry although the SE results from Figure 2 using the compact basis set do not show any resonances in the whole energy region studied. A detailed examination of the results of the Simplified model then reveals that the most likely parent state responsible for the first core-excited resonance in this symmetry is the $1^3B_{3u}$ state. This assignment together with the position of this resonance agree very well with the largest peak in Figure 6 for inelastic scattering into the $1^3B_{3u}$ excited state. The $1^2A_y$ resonance manifests itself only as a small kink in the corresponding total $A_y$ cross section. The second structure in the eigenphase sum becomes apparent only when a higher number of virtual orbitals is included in the close-coupling model, but it does not show up in the cross section at all, suggesting that this resonance is probably not fully described by our models.

$2^1B_{1g}$ resonances. The absence of structures in the SE results suggest that these resonances are of core-excited character, as confirmed by the analysis of the results of our Simplified model. A clear assignment of the spin symmetry of the parent states of the $1^2B_{1g}$ resonance based on our results proved to be impossible and we can only say that this resonance contains a significant admixture of singlet and triplet configurations responsible for the lowest-lying excited states of $B_{1u}$ and $B_{2u}$ symmetries. This resonance along with the $2^1B_{2g}$ resonance (main contribution) are responsible for the largest peak in the cross section for inelastic scattering $1^3A_g \rightarrow 1^3B_{1u}$, suggesting that one of the main parent states is probably the $1^3B_{1u}$ excited state.

$2^1B_{1u}$ resonances. Figure 4 suggests the presence of up to three resonances. The configuration of the second could not be determined. We do not attempt to interpret the third (highest-lying) structure seen in the calculations using the diffuse basis set, because our calculations may become unreliable at these energies. Analysis of the $1^2B_{1u}$ resonance in the Simplified model shows the most significant contribution to be from the excitation responsible for the $1^2B_{2g}$ excited state. Our SE calculations performed in the diffuse basis set show a significant step around 8 eV and we argue that it corresponds to the second resonance seen in this symmetry in the close-coupling calculations using the diffuse basis set. Close-coupling calculations using the compact basis set show a second structure in the eigenphase sum, which straddles the 10 eV region and probably corresponds to one of the other two structures (above the first one) seen in the calculations using the diffuse basis set.

$2^1B_{2u}$ resonances. The lowest resonance of this symmetry can be described in our calculations by only one type of excitation of the target molecule. However, the value of the corresponding CI coefficient is relatively small ($\approx 0.2$) and this excitation can correspond to three different parent states: $1^3B_{2g}, 1^1B_{1g}$ and $1^3B_{1g}$. This resonance is not present in the Simplified model results when the compact basis set is used, suggesting a particular sensitivity to the shape of the target orbitals. We have not been able to identify the origin of the second resonance in this symmetry, but our SE results suggest that it might be associated with one of the higher lying virtual orbitals in this symmetry. The $3^1B_{2g}$ resonance might not be physical and the oscillatory behaviour of the eigenphase sum seen above 8 eV may be due to a poor description of the
continuum at higher energies in this symmetry. Nonetheless a third structure was also observed above 10 eV in calculations using the compact basis set, where the description of the continuum is generally much better.

\(^2\text{B}_3\text{g}\) resonances. We were able to identify the parent states of the \(^1\text{B}_3\text{g}\) resonance as the \(^1\text{A}_u\) and \(^1\text{B}_3\text{u}\) states. Both configurations listed in Table V are built on the two most important target excitations responsible for these excited states. We have not been able to determine the configurations of the second resonance in this symmetry.

V. DISCUSSION

Our analysis shows that the parent states of the first core-excited resonant structures in most of the symmetries are the excited states of the molecule lying below 5 eV. The inelastic cross sections in Figure 6 may provide some hints on the origin of the resonances in Table V that we could not interpret directly by identifying the main \(L^2\) configurations. For example the \(2^2\text{B}_{1u}\) resonance contributes to the shoulder at around 6.3 eV in the cross section for inelastic scattering \(^1\text{A}_g\) → \(^1\text{B}_{1u}\) and the series of small peaks in the cross section for the inelastic scattering \(^1\text{A}_g\) → \(^1\text{B}_{3u}\) above 5.5 eV are caused by contributions of the \(2^2\text{B}_{2u}\), \(1^2\text{B}_{3g}\) and \(2^2\text{B}_{3g}\) resonances. As suggested in Table V, the resonances do not always have a single parent state, a phenomenon observed in electron collisions even with the simplest molecule \(\text{H}_2\). \(^39\)

The resonances present in our calculations above the three \(\pi^*\) ones are not very visible in the total cross sections (see Figure 5); this is not necessarily in disagreement with the experimental findings of Nenner and Schulz, who state: \(^28\)

“We did observe another broad structure (in the derivative of the transmitted current) above the third resonance in the diatomic spectra, but we do not interpret it.” The broad structure to which Nenner and Schulz are referring may correspond to the \(1^2\text{B}_{1g}\) and \(2^2\text{B}_{2g}\) resonances appearing in our calculations around 5.7 eV (see the total integral cross section in Figure 6a, where these resonances are also visible). The other resonances observed by us (a couple of them are just about visible in the total cross section) are probably too weak to be discerned in the experiment of Nenner and Schulz.

Two resonant structures in our calculations, present at all levels of approximation, possess the appropriate symmetry to correspond to a \(\sigma^*\) shape resonance: the \(2^2\text{B}_{1u}\) feature present at 7.61 eV in the close-coupling calculations and the \(2^2\text{B}_{2u}\) feature present at 7.49 eV. These are significantly narrower than the \(\pi^*\) resonance characterized by Gianturco et al. in their uracil work \(^19\) and our analysis indicated that they probably have some core-excited character; nonetheless one of these might be the pyrazine equivalent of the \(\sigma^*\) uracil resonance. An extremely wide resonance (as postulated by Burrow et al.), would probably be undetectable by simple examination and fitting of the eigenphase sums.

Another interesting finding is the remarkable similarity of the positions of the \(2^2\text{A}_g\) and \(2^2\text{B}_{2u}\) resonances and the \(2^2\text{B}_{2u}\) and \(1^2\text{B}_{3g}\) resonances. In the second case we know that the most important configuration (out of the two listed) responsible for the \(1^2\text{B}_{3g}\) resonance is the \(6\text{a}_g^1 \otimes 2\text{b}_{1u}^1 \otimes 1\text{a}_{2u}^1\). We can see that replacing the highest-energy orbital \(1\text{a}_{2u}\) in this configuration (and also in the second one) by the \(6\text{b}_{1u}\) orbital, which even lies close in energy to the \(1\text{a}_{2u}\) orbital (see Table II), yields a configuration of \(2^2\text{B}_{2g}\) symmetry, suggesting that some of the resonances (e.g., \(2^2\text{B}_{2g}\) and \(1^2\text{B}_{2g}\)) may correspond to the same parent state, with the scattering electron trapped in a different orbital. As mentioned above, the resonance \(2^2\text{B}_{2g}\) is barely visible in the simplified close-coupling model, which does not include the orbital \(6\text{b}_{1u}\), suggesting that this resonance is probably not sufficiently well described by the \(L^2\) configurations at this level. We can further support the hypothesis outlined above by comparing the main configurations responsible for the \(1^2\text{B}_{3g}\) and \(1^2\text{A}_g\) resonances, which differ only by the placement of the scattering electron in the \(1\text{a}_{2u}\) orbital and in the \(2\text{b}_{1u}\) orbital respectively. The positions of these resonances are then consistent with the fact that the \(2\text{b}_{1u}\) orbital is energetically lower than \(1\text{a}_{2u}\). The same type of behaviour also occurs for the \(1^2\text{B}_{2u}\) and \(1^2\text{B}_{1u}\) resonances.

We have seen that our close-coupling calculations based on the Simplified model display half of the resonant structures seen in our final results. We ascribe this to the active space (10, 8) being too small to describe these structures well: for example the \(1^2\text{B}_{2u}\) resonance is not present in the Simplified model results when the compact basis set is used, but becomes clearly visible when a high number of virtual orbitals is used in the scattering model. The virtual orbitals are essentially to properly describe these resonances.

Going back to the results of our SEP calculations, we see that the position of the third \(\pi^*\) resonance as calculated by Winstead and McKoy is in better agreement with the experimental data than our results. The SEP models of Winstead and McKoy make use of the MVOs rather than HF or CASSCF orbitals. It would seem that it is the choice of the scattering model of Winstead and McKoy (which uses all virtual orbitals) together with the use of MVOs, which is responsible for the better results for the position of the third shape resonance. We attribute this to their scattering model providing a more balanced description of electron correlation at all energies of interest (\(\approx 0–10\) eV). In our SEP models, bringing the third \(\pi^*\) resonance closer to its experimental position (by inclusion of more virtual orbitals) causes the overcorrelation of the other two \(\pi^*\) resonances, which then appear too low in energy. It should be noted that even in our highest-level close-coupling calculations accurate modeling of the short range correlation has proved extremely difficult.

The use of atomic orbital basis set with diffuse functions on all atoms in the calculations of Winstead and McKoy seems to be essential for obtaining a good set of MVOs. A similar effect is observed in our calculations: we can see from the Table I that the use of the diffuse basis set does not improve the description of the target excited states, however, its use is important for description of the scattering electron, particularly at lower energies as we can see from the calculated cross sections.

Figure 7 shows that the CC and SEP models give different results for the differential cross sections at very low energies (<1 eV). We explain this difference by the absence of the Ramsauer-Townsend minimum in the \(2\text{A}_g\) symmetry in the
CC calculations, the most significant difference in the integral cross sections at low energies. The differential cross sections for 6 and 8 eV agree fairly well with those of Winstead and Mckoy; at 1 and 3 eV it’s our SEP cross section that agrees better whereas in the very low energy range (where in fact, nuclear motion effects should not be neglected as we do) the cross sections are fairly different.

The three Feshbach resonances of $^2A'$ symmetry (at 6.17 eV, 7.62 eV and 8.12 eV) found by Dora et al. in uracil may correspond to resonances in $^2A_g$, $^2B_g$, $^2B_u$ and $^2B_{2u}$ symmetries found by us in pyrazine, but an assignment based on the energies of these resonances is not unambiguous, and therefore we do not correlate the core-excited resonances found in pyrazine with the Feshbach resonances found in uracil. Additionally, our analysis indicates that most if not all the resonances we observe in pyrazine do not have a clear Feshbach character, as they appear at energies above at least one of their likely parent states.

It is apparent from Table V that many of the core-excited resonances in pyrazine are built on the excitations from the active space for the uracil calculations may lead to the appearance of similar resonances will depend on the character of these orbitals.

Our last remark, regarding scattering models for pyrazine in general concerns the fact that this molecule possesses at least one bound negative ion state of $^2B_{3u}$ symmetry. Accordingly, Nenner and Schulz interpreted the $^1B_{3u}$ and $^1B_{1u}$ resonances in terms of excited (and ground) vibrational levels of the ground (and the first excited) electronic state of the negative ion. An example of an SEP calculation in which the $^1B_{3u}$ resonance becomes bound was shown in Sec. IV A 1. We cannot ascertain which scattering result (the anion $^2B_{3u}$ state being bound or resonant) is more physical in our fixed nuclei calculations. However, our trial CASSCF calculations on the negative ion (at the ground state equilibrium geometry of the neutral), place the lowest-lying state of $^2B_{3u}$ symmetry above the energy of the neutral ground state, hence we chose to present as more internally consistent the results of models which retain the $^2B_{3u}$ state as a resonance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We present the first calculations to fully incorporate inelastic channels in the study of electron collisions with pyrazine. Our results confirm the experimental and prior theoretical findings related to the three lowest $\pi^*$ resonances, both in terms of their positions and their character. Our calculations also show the presence of a larger than expected number of core-excited resonances. This result is however, compatible with experimental evidence for the presence of many resonances (more accurately, peaks in the yield of various anions) in the 5–10 eV range in uracil. These resonances do not necessarily have a single parent state. A number of tests were performed, most of them geared towards identifying and eliminating non-physical features from our results. The resonances listed in Table V proved stable and persisted in the various tests detailed above.

We have shown the need to look at the appropriate-ness of the basis sets to represent not only the occupied target orbitals, but also those virtual orbitals required to provide a good representation of the correlation-polarization. The eigenphase sums from the close-coupling calculation show that the higher-lying resonant structures are more clearly visible when a diffuse basis set is used. It should be noted that inclusion of more virtual orbitals in our calculation with the compact basis set improves the representation of the higher-lying resonances but overcorrelates the lower energy ones significantly. We can say that the diffuse basis set provides a more ‘balanced’ description of the correlation-polarization effects. We therefore conclude that in the models of our type, one should choose a basis set that provides a good description of the properties (transition moments, energies, etc.) of the relevant target electronic states, but also of the short range electron correlation in the scattering calculations.

The close-coupling model labelled B by Dora et al. is transferable to other pyrimidine-like molecules. These systems are likely to possess, like pyrazine, a number of higher-lying core-excited resonances built mainly upon the triplet electronic excited states of the molecule that could be studied with our techniques. Dora et al. found 15 virtual orbitals per symmetry optimal, which makes it a total of 30 lowest-lying orbitals used in their calculations on uracil. In our calculations on pyrazine 40 lowest-lying orbitals were found to be the optimal number. Pyrazine has 42 electrons whereas uracil 58. We therefore conclude that the close-coupling models using about 30–40 virtual orbitals and a compact basis set are easily trans-ferable to scattering calculations on different pyrimidine-like targets. We expect a similar transferability to be applicable to calculations using the diffuse basis set.

These models, however, are probably not final and more work is needed towards formulating more sophisticated ones, once the computational implementations are in place (work is already under way to ensure much larger Hamiltonians can be diagonalized in the R-matrix suite; this would allow us to use larger active spaces as well as consider the introduction of pseudostates in the close-coupling expansion in order to better describe the polarization of the target). In addition, due to the need to use diffuse basis sets, the ability to perform calculations for bigger R-matrix radii is also required; this will entail a re-think of the basis functions used to describe the scattering electron. These more sophisticated models will hopefully provide a better description (and more accurate parameters) of all the resonant structures observed in our calculations.

Experimental cross sections for pyrazine, in particular differential cross sections, would greatly contribute to helping us choose the best models: the Ramsauer-Townsend minimum observed in SEP models but absent from the CC calculation is not visible in the integral cross section.
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